
ACM Contest Problems Arhive University of Valladolid (SPAIN)699 The Falling LeavesEah year, fall in the North Central region is aompanied by the brilliant olors of the leaves on thetrees, followed quikly by the falling leaves aumulating under the trees. If the same thing happenedto binary trees, how large would the piles of leaves beome?We assume eah node in a binary tree "drops" a number of leaves equal to the integer value storedin that node. We also assume that these leaves drop vertially to the ground (thankfully, there's nowind to blow them around). Finally, we assume that the nodes are positioned horizontally in suh amanner that the left and right hildren of a node are exatly one unit to the left and one unit to theright, respetively, of their parent. Consider the following tree:

The nodes ontaining 5 and 6 have the same horizontal position (with di�erent vertial positions,of ourse). The node ontaining 7 is one unit to the left of those ontaining 5 and 6, and the nodeontaining 3 is one unit to their right. When the "leaves" drop from these nodes, three piles arereated: the leftmost one ontains 7 leaves (from the leftmost node), the next ontains 11 (from thenodes ontaining 5 and 6), and the rightmost pile ontains 3. (While it is true that only leaf nodes ina tree would logially have leaves, we ignore that in this problem.)InputThe input ontains multiple test ases, eah desribing a single tree. A tree is spei�ed by giving thevalue in the root node, followed by the desription of the left subtree, and then the desription of theright subtree. If a subtree is empty, the value -1 is supplied. Thus the tree shown above is spei�edas 5 7 -1 6 -1 -1 3 -1 -1. Eah atual tree node ontains a positive, non-zero value. The last testase is followed by a single -1 (whih would otherwise represent an empty tree).OutputFor eah test ase, display the ase number (they are numbered sequentially, starting with 1) on a lineby itself. On the next line display the number of "leaves" in eah pile, from left to right, with a singlespae separating eah value. This display must start in olumn 1, and will not exeed the width of an80-harater line. Follow the output for eah ase by a blank line. This format is illustrated in theexamples below.



ACM Contest Problems Arhive University of Valladolid (SPAIN)Sample Input5 7 -1 6 -1 -1 3 -1 -18 2 9 -1 -1 6 5 -1 -1 12 -1-1 3 7 -1 -1 -1-1Sample OutputCase 1:7 11 3Case 2:9 7 21 15


